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A kid birthday party is something well worth planning and having, but what looks like a piece

If you even planned and gave a party you know that this kid birthday party is going to require
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A kid birthday party is something well worth planning and having, but what looks like a piece

If you even planned and gave a party you know that this kid birthday party is going to require

For your kid birthday party you probably have some idea of what you want, some things you want

The key for a successful birthday party is planning and preparation, from the guest list to th

Every good event starts with a plan. And that is exactly where we are going to start, but befo
Let´s review a general list of the things you have to consider:
Budget - Do you want to plan an extravagant party or something simple?

Date ˘ Pick your date carefully, so it does not conflict with family birthdays, anniversaries,
Location ˘ Is this party at home, in a rented facility or a public place?

Do-it-Yourself or Buy Services? ˘ Will you do all the planning and work yourself, with help fr
Number of Guests ˘ How many adults as guests or chaperones AND how many children.
Menu ˘ What kinds of foods will you serve and what ingredients will you need to buy. How much

Invitations ˘ Will you send invitations by postal service, email, have your child hand them ou
Games and Activities ˘ What activities will you plan to keep the children entertained?

Decorations and Supplies ˘ This includes items like plates, cups, forks, table cloths, decorat
Schedule ˘ Finally, to pull it all together, you´ll want to develop a party `schedule´.

Once you write all these things down, and start to think about how to plan your kid birthday p
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